
Earth’s History 

Earth Systems 



Creation of Earth Video 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ys5hmBk

yvag

• Must turn in at least 1 page of notes for a 

grade for this video 



Theories on the Formation of Earth 
• Geology: the study of planet Earth, its structure 

and composition and how it has changed over 
time. 

• Formation of Earth:

– Core Accretion Theory:

• Condensation of matter into spheres (planets)

– Earth was spinning so quickly that a chunk was 

broken off

– Spontaneous formation

– Gravitational Capture

• The Moon formed somewhere else in the solar system and 
was captured by earth’s gravitational field



Earth- Composition and Magnetic 

Field  
- 510 million km² squared of surface 

- 29% Dry Land, 71% Water 

- Earth’s magnetic field - N pole (+) attracts 

needle of compass [S pole (-) repels needle] 

- 11 degree tilt- so magnetic N not same location 

as geographic N pole. 

- Scientists don’t fully understand origin of E’s 

magnetic field- credit to movement of fluid in 

outer core. 



CHAPTER HOMEEarth’s Structure and Motion

Earth formed about 4.6 billion years ago from a 

whirling cloud of dust and gas. It developed layers 

as it cooled and dense material sank to its center. 

4
CHAPTER

SECTION OUTLINE

VOCABULARY

The four layers are the inner core, outer core, mantle, 

and crust.

4.1 Earth’s Formation

Inner Core

• solid

• 6371 km from surface

• approx. 6000K

Outer Core

• liquid

• 5150 km from surface

• 3700–5500K (increases 

with depth
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CHAPTER HOMEEarth’s Structure and Motion

Earth formed about 4.6 billion years ago from a 

whirling cloud of dust and gas. It developed layers 

as it cooled and dense material sank to its center. 

4
CHAPTER

SECTION OUTLINE

VOCABULARY

The four layers are the inner core, outer core, mantle, 

and crust.

4.1 Earth’s Formation

Mantle

• solid with liquid properties

• 2890 km from surface

• 1500–3200K (increases 

with depth

Crust

• solid

• 0–65 km from surface

• <1000K (increases 

10–30K/km with depth
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CHAPTER HOMEEarth’s Structure and Motion

4
CHAPTER

SECTION OUTLINE

VOCABULARY

The four layers are the inner core, outer core, mantle, 

and crust. The crust and top of the mantle are further 

classified by their properties into the lithosphere and 

the asthenosphere.

4.1 Earth’s Formation

Crust

Asthenosphere
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CHAPTER HOMEEarth’s Structure and Motion

4
CHAPTER

SECTION OUTLINE

VOCABULARY
4.1 Earth’s Formation

Meteorite impacts, the weight of overlying material, 

and the decay of radioactive isotopes caused Earth 

to heat up soon after its formation. Since then, Earth 

has been losing heat.

Earth has a characteristic magnetic field.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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The solid innermost layer of Earth, composed 
of iron and nickel under extremely high 
pressure and temperature.

SECTION OUTLINE

VOCABULARY

CHAPTER HOME
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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The layer of Earth’s interior located between 
the inner core and mantle, composed of iron 
and nickel in a liquid state.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
CHAPTER

The thickest of Earth’s layers, located between 
the outer core and Earth’s crust, composed 
mostly of compounds rich in iron, silicon, and 
magnesium.

SECTION OUTLINE
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CHAPTER HOME
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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The very thin outer layer of Earth above the 
mantle, composed of a rigid layer of lighter 
rocks that can extend 65 kilometers at its 
deepest point.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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The outer shell of the Earth consisting of the 
crust and uppermost portion of the mantle.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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The partially melted layer of the mantle that 
underlies the lithosphere.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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An area in which the motion of charged 
particles creates a magnetic force, such as the 
field of magnetic force generated by the 
movement of fluid in Earth’s outer core.
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Earth’s Rotation 
- 1851 Jean Foucault: noticed 11 degree change 

in motion of pendulum caused by E turning 

beneath. 

- Wind: w/o rotation wind would blow in straight 

line f/ high to low pressure but wind is 

deflected. 
- N hemisphere: winds deflect to right (relative to 

surface); S deflected to left 
- This effect = Coriolis Effect

- Any substance or object moving freely above E’s surface subject to Coriolis 

Effect. 

- Axis points toward N star (remains same year 

round) 

- Rotates counter clockwise (sun rises in East)



CHAPTER HOMEEarth’s Structure and Motion

Earth makes one complete 360°turn on 

its axis about every 24 hours, rotating at 

a rate of 15°per hour. Its axis of rotation 

is tilted 23.5°with respect to Earth’s 

orbital plane.

4
CHAPTER

SECTION OUTLINE

VOCABULARY

Effects of this rotation include the Coriolis effect, 

Foucault pendulum behavior, day and night, and 

sunrise and sunset.

4.2 Earth’s Rotation

Orbital plane
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CHAPTER HOMEEarth’s Structure and Motion

Earth is divided into 24 worldwide standard time 

zones that begin at the prime meridian.

4
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SECTION OUTLINE

VOCABULARY
4.2 Earth’s Rotation

The prime meridian

SUNLIGHT

A time meridian

A standard time 

zone is 15°

wide.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion
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The turning of a body, such as Earth, on its 
axis.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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Areas roughly defined by twenty-four
15°sections of longitude, each centered on 
a time meridian that establishes the hour of 
the day.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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A line of longitude exactly divisible by 15°on 
which each standard time zone is roughly 
centered.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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The imaginary line dividing Earth’s surface 
into Eastern and Western Hemispheres, 
established as 0°at Greenwich, England; the 
starting point for standard time zones.
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Earth’s Structure and Motion

4
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The imaginary line placed at roughly 
180°longitude where the new calendar 
day begins, moving east to west.
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Earth’s Revolution

- Revolution: movement of Earth in its orbit around sun. 

- Shifting position of E in orbit causes changes in view of 

constellations 

- Parallax: shift of E causes the appearance that nearby 

stars shift in relation to distant stars. Ex. pencil, eye 

trick (evidence for revolution)

- Counterclockwise revolution (like rotation) 

- Ellipse w/ sun as focus- distance between sun and E 

changes throughout year. (average 150 million 

kilometers) 
- Perihelion: nearest sun; occurs on Jan 2 (147.6 mil km)  

- aphelion : farthest from sun; July 4 (152.4 mil km) 



Effects of Revolution & Tilt
- Revolution: season, variation in length of days & nights 

- Tilt: one end towards sun while other hemisphere tilted away 

→ different summer and winter in N and S hemispheres

- If axis were perpendicular to plane of orbit:
- No seasons

- 12 hours day/night

- If tilted more than 23.5  
- Hotter summers, colder winters

- Summer solstice: day with longest daylight; sun’s path through sky 

longest and highest of the year (N hemisphere- E at max tilt toward 

sun) 

- Straight overhead at latitude 23.5 (This latitude is called Tropic 

of Cancer) 

- First day of summer latitudes inside ToC experience full day of 

sunlight, S hemisphere- full darkness 



Effects of Rotation and Tilt 

Continued 
- Winter Solstice: Dec. 21- shortest day (lowest, 

shortest path) 

- Equinox- equal time day/night in both 

hemispheres 
- Vernal (March 21) 

- Autumnal (Sept. 22) 


